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Optimize Faculty Affairs Workflows
with SmartPath™ Faculty Position
Management Software
Onboarding, appointing, evaluating, and promoting
academic faculty doesn’t have to be so hard. SmartPath
transforms these traditionally labor‑intensive, paper-based
processes into a completely electronic and efficient operation
that faculty affairs and academic HR professionals will love.
Higher education faculty affairs and HR professionals are inundated with a constant flow of paperwork to
manage faculty in various stages of employment.
Inefficient, paper-based workflows bottleneck the faculty position management process and cause
significant and costly delays, which reflect poorly on the College, the Office of Faculty Affairs, and the
departments.

Solving Your Unique
Workflow Challenges
We understand that no two schools
have the same workflow challenges
and requirements. Even within
one university, individual schools
have different faculty position
management policies, procedures,
and workflows.
Our team of nationally renowned
workflow consultants will help
optimize your workflows and
configure SmartPath to fit your
school’s unique requirements, finally
delivering the benefits you’ve been
waiting for.
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SmartPath™ optimizes
faculty position
management workflows
to increase efficiency and
save money at any higher
education institution or
health system.
Improve Administrative Efficiency
Drastically reduce the time necessary to appoint new hires,
improve initial information quality, decrease errors, and
eliminate printing and mailing costs.

in action at the

University of Michigan
Medical School

“SmartPath saves me a significant
amount of time and improves the
quality and accuracy of materials sent
to reviewers.”
Department of Pediatrics

“Our department is experiencing a
remarkable increase in efficiency now
that all documents and processes are
managed in SmartPath.”
Department of Internal Medicine

Easily Manage the Faculty Lifecycle
Access a single view of each faculty member’s academic
lifecycle from first affiliation to termination or retirement.

Capture
additional
revenue

Enhance Accuracy
Improve initial data quality with our innovative information
gathering and workflow management platform that
enhances the accuracy, legality, and compliance of faculty
records and other critical candidate information.

Reduce call
volumes

Capture Additional Revenue
Avoid potential revenue losses at your medical school
by efficiently onboarding, credentialing, and enrolling
new clinicians so they can see patients and bill Medicare,
Medicaid, and other insurance payors on their first day.

Streamline
enrollment
from 59 days
to 9 days

Reduce Administrative Phone Calls

Save on
shipping
costs

Create one repository for all important documents, status
updates, and faculty information throughout every step of
the academic lifecycle.

$7,200

Ready to Optimize Your Workflows?
Request a SmartPath demo today to learn how efficient
faculty position management can improve your organization.
(866) 224-9050 | info@GoMountainPass.com | GoMountainPass.com

Eliminate
packet
printing costs

